Operating Table Operator’s Manual
MOS-1302B

The operating table is designed to support a patient during surgical procedures. Using
it for other purposes may result in damage or injury.
The operator and the person in charge of the maintenance of this operating table
MUST read this Operating Table Instruction Manual carefully and understand the
contents before operating, inspecting, adjusting, or servicing the table.
Keep this Manual where it is readily accessible for reference by those concerned
in case of need.
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Introduction

This Manual is intended to support the safe and effective operation of the operating table.
Read this Manual carefully and familiarize yourself thoroughly with its contents (operation,
inspection, adjustment, servicing) before operating the table.
Using the table without following the instructions contained in this Manual may cause a serious
accident.
Safety information in this Manual and on the labels attached to the table is given in the following
three forms for easy and full understanding:

WARNING

A WARNING notice indicates a situation which can result
in death or serious injury to a person if the notice is
ignored and the table is handled improperly.

CAUTION

A CAUTION notice indicates a situation which can result
in injury to a person and/or damage to property if the
notice is ignored and the table is handled improperly.

NOTE

Description under this heading gives supplementary
explanation of the functions of the table.

The WARNING and CAUTION notices in this Manual relating to the operation, inspection,
adjustment, or servicing of the table apply in using the table for surgical operations.
The user is solely responsible for safety if the table is operated, inspected, adjusted, or serviced in
a way not specified in this Manual.

nAbout this product
This product is designed to support patients during surgical procedures.
This product has a functions to adjust the height of the tabletop and to position a patient's body.
Both a medical grade AC power and a battery are available as a power source.
This product is to be used by health care professionals, including but not limited to surgeons,
nurses and biomedical technicians.
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Before use

Please read carefully before use
When the operating table is in use, never commit any of the following actions.
It may cause damage of the operating table, electric shock or fire.
Any serious incident that has occurred in relation to the device should be reported to the
manufacturer and the competent authority in which the user and / or patient is established.

Head plate or leg plate

WARNING
- Do not sit on the head plate or
the leg plate(s).
Otherwise it may cause a
person to tumble off or to get
injured.

CAUTION
- When transferring a patient from the bed (Fig a) or
changing a patient’s body position (Fig b), do not apply
excessive force on the head plate or leg plate.
The operating table may get deformed or damaged.
Fig a w
 hen transferring a patient from
the bed

Fig b w
 hen changing a
patient’s body position

head plate
head plate

leg plate

head plate

leg plate

CAUTION
- Before lowering the table or placing it in
a reverse Trendelenburg position, check
if there are any devices under the leg
plates. If the leg plates come in contact
with devices that are to be subjected to
excessive force, the leg plate insertion
shaft may be damaged.

Power cord

WARNING
-Do not place any heavy object on the
power cord.
-Do not ride over the power cord with a
castered device.
-Do not pull the power cord forcefully.
-Do not place any objects in the
place where the power cord is to be
unplugged from the medical grade
outlet, which would obstruct it from
power cord
being unplugged.

Control unit

WARNING
- Do not pull a cord of control
unit forcefully.
- Do not apply strong shock to
the control unit.
It may get damaged.
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Patient's position during surgical operation

WARNING
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- Do not rest the patient on the head side and leg side with the orientations reversed. Doing so
may cause the leg plate to get damaged.
- Make sure to attach the provided mattresses securely. Improper attachment may cause a patient
to get injured.
- Position a patient's body at least 10mm(0.39in) away from the side rails. When using the electric
scalpel, they may become hot and if the body touches the rails, it may cause the patient to get
burned.
Positioning the patient
Follow the steps below to position the patient.
1. Attach the accessory mattresses onto the tabletop.
2. Put the patient on the mattresses.
3. Position the patient according to the purpose of the surgical operation.

Installation of the operating table

CAUTION
- Do not install the operating table on an
uneven floor.
- Do not put a pad under the column base for
raising the table.
It may cause the table falling down and injury.

uneven floor surface

pad

Before use
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Others

WARNING
Prohibition of disassembling and modification
- Do not attempt to disassemble or modify the table. It may cause a malfunction.
When used together with other medical electrical equipment
- Before using together with other equipment, make sure to check that it is not affected by
electromagnetic interference.
Electromagnetic interference from other medical electrical equipment may cause malfunction.
- When using a high-frequency surgical equipment and/or a cardiac defibrillator etc. with the
operating table, refer to their operator's manual provided by the manufacturers and observe the
precautions and usage. Improper usage may cause the operator or the patient to get burned
and/or devices to malfunction.
Patient's body position
- When using operating table accessories, always pay close attention to the patient. Patients left
in the same posture for an extended period of time are at risk for developing nerve paralysis
and/or bedsores.
Allowable load
- Do not exceed the allowable load 135kg(300lbs).
The table may become inoperable and cause malfunction.
Preventive maintenance and inspection
- Make sure to perform inspection before and after use, and appropriate preventive maintenance
inspection.
The table may not survive its useful life depends on number of years and frequency of use.
- For preventive maintenance inspection, please contact your distributor or us directly.
Antistatic measure
- Do not use the operating table on floors and/or with accessories that do not possess static
electricity countermeasures. This may impede surgical operations.

CAUTION
When used together with other medical equipment or accessories
- Before using another devices or accessories, read carefully the instruction manual of the device
and make sure that the operating table will not be affected adversely. Before fitting an accessory
of third party company, make sure to contact your distributor or us. Some accessories cannot be
fitted.
- When using the operating table, make sure to check the positions of other devices or
accessories. They may come in contact with each other during the operation, and may get
damaged.
- For hygiene, be sure to use sterile drapes on the areas on this product where the patient comes
into contact with it.

Others

CAUTION
Cleaning and disinfection
- Make sure to clean and disinfect the operating table after each use.
Disinfection
- The following procedure should be followed when disinfecting an operating table.
1. Power off and remove the power cord from medical grade wall outlet.
2. Remove all table pads from the operating table.
3. Apply a proper quantity of disinfectant on a clean and lint-free cloth, and wipe the top and
sides and bottom of the pads with the cloth. A proper quantity of disinfectant means a quantity
such that the cloth with disinfectant does not dry when wiping.
4. Disinfect the table board of the table top and the surface of the side rail in the same way.
5. Wipe all disinfected parts with dry, clean and lint-free cloth within 15 minutes after disinfecting.

Usable disinfectant solutions which we have already confirmed as compatible.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sodium hypochlorite 0.1% (halogen containing compound)
Sodium thiosulfate
Chlorhexidine (chlorhexidine gluconate 0.5%)
Benzalkonium chloride (invert soap 10%)
Povidone iodine
Ethanol 80%
Hydrogen peroxide
Saline 0.9%
Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) 99.5%

Moving and transportation
- Do not move the table while a patient is on it.
- Follow the procedure below for moving the table.
1. Power off and remove the power cord from medical grade wall outlet.
2. Check if handles and levers are in the fixed position, and each section is fixed firmly.
3. Unlock a brake to move the table.
Note: Before moving the operating table, disinfect the whole operating table in order to prevent
infection.
- Transportation should be carried out with the following conditions met.
1. Disinfect the whole operating table before transportation.
2. Take measures against falling down, like moving down the table to the lowest position.
3. Actuate a brake.
4. Use cushioning materials to prevent damage during transportation.
5. Protect against dust, wind and rain.
Disposal
- In accordance with the European Union Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
Directive, all electrical components and batteries must be disposed of in accordance with local
regulations. Please contact your local distributor for proper disposal.
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Warning label: details and position
Warning label is attached on the following area of the operating table.
Before using it, make sure to check the contents of the warning label.

nWARNING, CAUTION labels

C653624

C665732

C651304

C651310

C651321

C655803
or C651313

or C651314

or C651318

or C651317

C600020

C657333

C600162

C653516

C653515

C655648

C653614
C642002

C651305

C657306

C653513
C656740
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C655752

C653620

C600187

C651312

C651311

or C651316

or C651315

or C651320

or C651319

C600516

C651306

C651309

PIN 50005M2

PIN 132A6M1

PIN 132A7M1

PIN 132A7M2

PIN 132A7M3

PIN 132A8M1
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nSymbol mark for labeling
Symbol

Referent

Indicates a possibility of injury or even death if
operates the table without following the warning

Label No.

② ③ ⑥
⑦ ⑱ ⑲

General prohibition sign

⑱

General mandatory action sign

⑱

Emergency stop

⑬

Refer to the operators manual

⑪ ⑬ ⑮ ⑱

Indicates AC power supply

⑮

Enclosure Class (Splash-proof)

⑮

Serial number

⑮

Catalogue Number

⑮

Indicates waste disposal information

⑮

European authorized representative

⑮

Manufacturer

⑮ ㉗ ㉘ ㉙
㉚ ㉛ ㉜ ㉜

Equalization terminal

⑰

Medical Device

⑮

Type B

⑳

Defibrillation - proof Type B applied part

㉗ ㉘ ㉙
㉚ ㉛ ㉜

ON (Power)

⑯

OFF (Power)

⑯
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nLabels of the leg traction device components
Lower Limb Support, Right/Left

Lower Thigh Support for
Traction in
Lateral
Posture

Lower Limb Support
Clamp

Lateral Pad

Inner Thigh Support with
Pad for Traction in Lateral
Posture, Height Adjusting
Collars
L-shaped Knee Rest
with Pad

Extension Arm, Right/Left
Traction Device Arm

Inner Thigh
Column (Large)

Inner Thigh
Column (Small) Pad (Large) Pad (Small)

Pad (Large)

Cart for Traction Arm

Traction Device, Traction Shoe,
Right/Left

Wide Pelvis Support

Pad (for Wide Pelvis Support)

Accessory Cart for
Traction Device
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Main unit
Mattress
Leg plate

3

Component
identification

Control unit
Head plate

Seat plate

Back plate
Leg plate flexing
handle
Leg plate fixing handle
Seat plate fixing handle

Emergency stop
switch
Side rail

Column
Actuation
limit line
Base

Auxiliary
switch

Control unit connector
Emergency brake release handle
Caster

Brake

Power connector

Power switch
Battery indicator

Equipotential terminal

Note: The head plate, back plate, and leg plates are detachable.

Traction
Device Arm
fixing handle
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Control unit
3

Component
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Power lamp
Pilot lamp

Battery lamp
Trendelenburg:
Head down

Reverse Trendelenburg:
Head up
Lateral tilt:
Left down

Lateral tilt:
Right down

Back up

Back down

Table up
(Lock operating table)

Table down

SEAT UP

SEAT DOWN

Brake unlock
Return to level
E button

Power ON/OFF switch

CAUTION
ATTENTION
KEEP CORD CLEAR OF
MOVING PARTS.
MAINTENEZ LE CORDON
D’ ALIMENTATION ÉLOIGNÉ
DES PIÈCES EN MOUVEMENT.

NOTE

- About 7 minutes of halting will be need when operating the Table continuously for about 3
minutes. If the motor gets overheated you will not be able to operate the Table. When overheat
occurs, about 60 minutes of rest will be need to operate the Table as usual.
- If

is pressed, the pilot lamp lights up for 3 seconds.
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4 Operation
ON
Installation
and battery
P20
charging

Switch On/Off
P25
power

LOCK
RELEASE

In case of
emergency P27

Lock and unlock
the operating
P28
table

Trendelenburg P32

Tilt the
back plate

P33

Change height
of the tabletop P34

Tilt the seat
P35
plate

Return to
level

Adjustment of
head plate P38

Adjustment of
seat plate
P40

Adjustment of
P41
leg plate

P37

Brake
Release

P29

Lateral tilt

P30
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Installation and battery charging
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nInstallation

CAUTION

1. Move to a flat area.

Equipotential grounding

2. Check the battery lamp.
If the battery lamp (orange) on the control unit
flashes, battery charging is required.
Battery lamp

Ground an equipotential
terminal and medical grounding
terminals by means of an
equipotential wire.
Prepare an equipotential wire
on your side.

Equipotential
terminal
Equipotential
wire

3. If the battery indicator shows empty (red), battery
charging is required.

Red
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Installation and battery charging

nBattery charging
1. Insert one end of the power cord into the power
connector and the other end into a medical
grade wall outlet.
Medical grade wall outlet

CAUTION
- Connect the power cord to the
power source with protective
grounding to prevent the risk
of an electric shock.
- Make sure to use the
dedicated power cord with
"MIZUHO" logo.
- Make sure that the connector
of the power source has no
fluid intrusion and is not dusty
before plugging the power
cord into the connector of the
power source.

Power cord

Connector of
the power source

2. During the battery charge, the battery indicator
of the operating table flashes yellow.

3. The battery indicator flashes yellow to green in
order when charging is completed.

- Pull out the power cord from
the medical grade wall outlet
to cut the power supply
completely.
- If the battery deteriorates, it
will not be available for the
operating table when the AC
power is not supplied due to
power outage and etc.

NOTE

- When you first purchase the
product or have not used it
for a long time, make sure to
charge the battery before use.
- Battery will get discharged
naturally even when the table
is not used. Make sure to
charge the battery before use.

Yellow

Green

- If the battery lamp on the
control unit flashes after using
the operating table or the
battery indicator on the lower
part of the operating table
shows empty (red) when
using, charge the battery
immediately. AC power is only
available when the battery is
discharged.

4
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NOTE

- Useful life for the battery used
for the operating table is about
2 years. Once it reaches the
useful life, ask your distributor
or us for battery changing.
- Battery life will vary greatly
depending on the operating
conditions. The battery may
deteriorate quicker if charge
and discharge of the battery
are repeated frequently after
using the operating table for a
short time. It is recommended
that you charge the battery
once a week (on weekends),
since it takes 10 hours for the
battery to be fully charged.
- Even after the battery is
charged, in case that all
the battery indicators do
not come on, or the battery
gets discharged soon, the
battery may get deteriorated.
Ask your distributor or us for
repair.
- You can operate the operating
table using the power ON/
OFF switch while the battery
is being charged.
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nAttach the control unit
1. Insert the connector into the receptacle by aligning
it properly with the guide.

Insert

nDetach the control unit
1. Turn the ring of the connector in the direction of the
arrow until it stops.
2. Once it stops, pull out the connector.

1. Turn

2. Pull out

NOTE

If the switch on the control unit
is pressed continuously for 3
minutes or more, the operation
of the switch will be stopped.
The stop will continue for about
7 minutes. Operations except
for the stopped switch can be
done as usual.

4
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nSelf-diagnosis function

Operation

The operating table has a built-in self-diagnosis
function to check if the operating table and control
unit work properly.
1. Connect the power cord.
2. Turn on the power switch on the base.
3. Press
and one of the function switches on
the control unit at the same time.
If two green battery indicators are lit, the control
unit works properly.

Green
Control unit works properly.

25
ON

Switch On/Off power

nWhen using power of

medical grade wall outlet

Power on
1. Turn on the power switch on the base.
Power switch (green) and battery indicator
(yellow and green) will come on and the power
will be turned on.
2. Press

on the control unit.

The power lamp on the control unit will come on
and the power will be turned on.
If the switch of the control unit is turned on
before the power switch on the base is, the
battery power will be turned on.

Yellow

Green

Power off
1. Press
on the control unit.
Power lamp (green) will go off.
2. Turn off the power switch on the base.
Power lamp (green) and battery indicator will go
off and the power will be turned off.
If the power switch of the base is turned off before
the switch of the control unit is, the battery power
will be turned on.

NOTE

If an emergency occurs or the
power is turned off completely,
unplug the power cord from the
medical-grade wall outlet.

4

Operation
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Operation

Switch On/Off power

nWhen using battery power
Power on
1. Press

on the control unit.

Power lamp (green), battery lamp (orange) and
the battery indicator will come on and the power
is turned on.
Power lamp/battery lamp

Power off
1. Press

on the control unit.

Power lamp (green), and battery lamp (orange)
and the battery indicator will go off and then the
power is turned off.

NOTE

- If an emergency occurs or the
power is turned off completely,
unplug the power cord from the
medical-grade wall outlet.
- When using the battery
power, the power will go off
automatically if no commands
are given for 2 hours or longer.
If the power is turned off, turn on
the power.
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In case of emergency

nEmergency stop switch
Operation of the emergency stop switch
1. Press the emergency stop switch in an
emergency.
All positioning functions stop and audible alarm
sound.
2. When the emergency is cleared, turn the
emergency stop switch in the direction of the
arrow to release the switch.
Audible alarm stops.

WARNING
Use the emergency stop switch
for emergency situations only.

NOTE

The emergency switch is
located at the upper part of the
column base cover.

4
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Lock and unlock the operating table

nLock operating table
1. Press

and

simultaneously.

The brake will actuate and the operating table
will be locked. The operating table will not move
up until the brake has fully actuated.

WARNING
- Make sure the table is locked
after the brake is applied.
- If it is necessary to stop
moving, press the emergency
stop switch.
- Do not unlock the brake
with the patient on the table.
Otherwise the patient may
tumble off the table.

SEAT UP

SEAT DOWN

NOTE

The operating table can be
locked or unlocked once
and
or
are pressed.
It takes about 7 to 8 seconds
for the operating table to be
locked or for the brake to be
unlocked.

nUnlock operating table
1. Press
and
simultaneously for one
second or more.
The brake will be unlocked to allow the operating
table to be moved to another place.

SEAT UP

SEAT DOWN
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RELEASE

Brake Release

nEmergency brake release handle
In case of electrical trouble, operating table can
be moved by using the emergency brake release
handle.
Follow the procedure below to release the brake.
1. Turn the emergency brake release handle
toward “UNLOCK”. The brake will be released.

Emergency break
release handle

2. After confirming that the brake is released, turn
the emergency brake release handle toward
“LOCK”.

Emergency break
release handle

3. Press
and
on the control unit
simultaneously.
Brake is released and the table can be moved.
4. When fixing the table, Press
the control unit simultaneously.

and

- Do not tilt the tabletop while
the emergency brake release
handle is in the “UNLOCK”
position. The patient may fall
from the operating table.
- After returning the emergency
brake release handle to
"LOCK", press and on the
control unit to release the
brake. If you operate the
operating table without
releasing the brakes, the
operating table will operate
with the brakes released,
which may cause the patient
to fall.
- After releasing the brake,
press
and
on the
control unit to fix the operating
table.

Turn

Turn

WARNING

on

4

Operation
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nLeft down
1. Press

and

simultaneously.

The tabletop will move to the left down position
as viewed from the head side.

WARNING
Make sure the patient is
secured on the table, for
example with a patient safety
strap. Otherwise, the patient
may fall of the table.

NOTE

SEAT UP

- The maximum angle achieved
in the left down and right
down position is 20° from the
level position.

SEAT DOWN

nRight down
1. Press

and

simultaneously.

The tabletop will move to the right down position
as viewed from the head side.

SEAT UP

SEAT DOWN

20°

20°

20°

20°

- When lateral tilt is operated
in the opposite direction from
the current lateral tilt position,
it will stop in the level position.
Once it stops, release the
switch and press it again; it
will continue tilting toward the
other side.

31
Lateral tilt

NOTE

4

Operation

RESTRICTION

The tabletop cannot be
operated into a Reverse
Trendelenburg position or a
lateral tilt position in any one of
the following conditions.
- The seat plate is flexed more
than 50° downward.
- The tabletop is 845mm
(33.27in) or less above the
floor.
At least
850mm
(33.46in)

50°

The actuation limit line

To cancel the restriction, perform
the following operations.
- Operate the seat plate so that
their downward flex angle will
be 50° or less.
- Raise the tabletop until the
actuation limit line on the column
base cover is fully visible (at
least 850mm(33.46in) above the
floor).

32
Trendelenburg
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nReverse Trendelenburg

WARNING

(Head up)
1. Press

and

simultaneously.

The tabletop will move to the head up position.

Make sure the patient is
secured on the table, for
example with a patient safety
strap. Otherwise, the patient
may fall of the table.

Head up

NOTE

SEAT UP

- The maximum angle of
head up or head down is
25 degrees from the level
position.

SEAT DOWN

nTrendelenburg (Head down)
1. Press

and

simultaneously.

The tabletop will move to the head down
position.

Head down

SEAT UP

SEAT DOWN

25°

25°

25°

25°

- When the tabletop in a
Trendelenburg or reverseTrendelenburg position is tilted
to the opposite side, it will stop
in the level position. Once it
stops, release the switch and
press it again; the tabletop will
continue tilting.
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Tilt the back plate

nMove up the back plate
1. Press

and

simultaneously.

The back plate will move up.

WARNING

Keep your hands away from
the gap during the operation of
the table. Otherwise you may
get injured.

60°

SEAT UP

SEAT DOWN

NOTE

The maximum angle achieved
in the back plate up position is
60° from the level position.

nMove down the back plate
1. Press

and

simultaneously.

The back plate will move down to a level
position.

SEAT UP

SEAT DOWN

4
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Change height of the tabletop
4

Operation

nMove up the tabletop
1. Press

and

NOTE

- The highest position of the
tabletop is 1140mm(44.88in)
from the floor surface to the
upper surface of the tabletop.

simultaneously.

The tabletop will move up.

- The lowest position of the
tabletop is 670mm(26.38in)
from the floor surface to the
upper surface of the tabletop.
Move up
SEAT UP

1140mm
(44.88in)

SEAT DOWN

- The column line shows the
position used when the leg
traction device apparatus
is attached. For how to
attach the leg traction device
apparatus, see "Examples
of combination of various leg
traction device components"
(page 47).

nMove down the tabletop
1. Press

and

simultaneously

Position to attach
the leg traction
device apparatus

The tabletop will move down.

RESTRICTION

Move down

SEAT UP

The tabletop cannot be lowered
to the lowest position when the
seat plate is flexed more than
50° downward. Operate the
seat plate so that its downward
flex angle will be 50° or less.

SEAT DOWN

670mm
(26.38in)
50°
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Tilt the seat plate

nMove up the seat plate
1. Press

and

WARNING

simultaneously.

- Keep your hands away from
the gap during the operation
of the table. Otherwise you
may get injured.

The seat plate will move up.
The maximum angle achieved in the seat plate
up position is 30° to the level position.

30°

SEAT UP

SEAT DOWN

- Do not operate the table with
the extension arm right/left
or the leg plates attached to
prevent damage.

nMove down the seat plate
1. Press

and

simultaneously.

The seat plate will move down.
The maximum angle achieved in the seat plate
down position is 90° to the level position.

Extension arm,
right/left

Leg plates
SEAT UP

SEAT DOWN

90°

4

Operation
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Tilt the seat plate

NOTE

4

Operation

RESTRICTION
The downward flex angle of
the seat plate will not exceed
50° when the tabletop is in the
lowest position.
Raise the tabletop until
the actuation limit line on
the column base cover
is fully visible (at least
850mm(33.46in) above the
floor).

At least
850mm
(33.46in)
50°

37
Return to level

nReturn the tabletop to the
level position

1. Press

and

simultaneously.

The tabletop will return to a level position from
the Trendelenburg/Reverse Trendelenburg
position, lateral tilt position, or seat plate flex
(up) position.

SEAT UP

SEAT DOWN

NOTE

The elevation function, the
back plate flex function, the
seat plate flex (down) function,
and the brake release function
are not affected.

4

Operation
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Adjustment of head plate
4

Operation

The head plate can be flexed in 15° increments, to 4
different positions upward (max. 60°) and to 6 different
positions downward (max. 90°). The head plate can
also be detached.

nFlexing
Pull the head plate flexing lever toward the head
direction. The head plate can be flexed upward and
downward. Releasing the lever allows the head plate
to be fixed in that position.
Head plate flexing lever

nDetachment
1. Loosen the two head plate fixing handles located
on the lower side of the back plate.
2. Hold the both sides of the head plate and pull it
straight.
Head plate
fixing handle

Head plate

WARNING
- Be sure to tighten the head
plate fixing handles securely.
If the head plate moves, the
patient may get injured.
- The head plate weighs
7kg(15.4lbs). Pay special
attention when handling it. It
may drop and cause damage
or injury.
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Adjustment of head plate

nAttachment
1. Hold the both sides of the head plate and align
the inserting shaft of the head plate with the
insertion hole in the back plate and insert.

2. After checking that the head plate is completely
inserted, tighten the right and left head plate fixing
handles.
Head plate
fixing handle

Head plate

WARNING
Be sure to tighten the head
plate fixing handles securely.
If the head plate moves, the
patient may get injured.

CAUTION
Make sure the head plate is
completely inserted into the
back plate. If you use it without
inserting it completely, it will get
damaged.

4

Operation
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Adjustment of seat plate
4

The seat plate can be detached separately on the
right and left.

Operation

WARNING
Make sure to tighten the seat
plate fixing handles securely
after attaching the seat plate to
the lumbar frame. If they are not
tightened securely, the patient
may get injured.

nDetachment
1. Loosen the seat plate fixing handle.
2. Pull the seat plate toward you.

Seat plate
fixing handle
Seat plate

nAttachment
1. Align the arrow on the seat plate with the line on
the seat plate frame and insert the seat plate into
the seat plate frame.
2. Tighten the seat plate fixing handle securely.
Seat plate frame
Line
Arrow

Seat plate
fixing handle
Seat plate
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Adjustment of leg plate
The left and right leg plates can be operated
separately. They can be flexed down in 15° increments
to 6 different positions (max. 90°), flexed up in 15°
increments to 2 different positions (max. 30°), swung
outward (max. 90°), and can be detached.

nFlexing
1. Hold the edge of the leg plate and loosen the leg
plate flexing handle.
2. Hold the front edge of the leg plate and flex the
leg plate downward or upward.
3. Tighten the leg plate flexing handle when a
desired angle is achieved.
30°

Leg plate flexing handle
90°

nSwinging outward
1. Loosing the leg plate fixing handle.
2. Hold the front edge of the leg plate and swing
outward the leg plate to desired position.
3. Tighten the leg plate fixing handle at the desired
position.
Leg plate
fixing handle

90°

WARNING
- When flexing the leg plate, be
sure to hold the front edge of
the leg plate before turning the
handle.
Otherwise the leg plate may
drop down and cause injury.
- Make sure to tighten the leg
plate flexing handle and fixing
handle securely. If the leg plate
moves, the patient may get
injured.

4

Operation
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Adjustment of leg plate
4

Operation

Detachment
n

(Leg plate fixing handle)

1. Hold the edge of the leg plate.
2. Give turns to the leg plate fixing handle.
3. Hold both ends of the leg plate and pull it up.

Leg plate

Leg plate fixing
handle

Attachment
n

(Leg plate fixing handle)

1. Hold the both ends of the leg plate and insert the
leg plate shaft into the leg plate clutch.
2. While holding the edge of the leg plate, turn the
leg plate fixing handle until it engages with the leg
plate clutch.
Leg plate
Leg plate clutch

Leg plate fixing
handle

WARNING
- When removing the leg plate,
be sure to hold the front edge
of the leg plate before turning
the handle. Otherwise the
leg plate may drop down and
cause injury.
- Make sure to tighten the leg
plate flexing handle and fixing
handle securely. If the leg plate
moves, the patient may get
injured.
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Adjustment of leg plate
Detachment
n

(Leg plate flexing handle)

1. Hold the edge of the leg plate.
2. Give turns to the leg plate flexing handle.
3. Hold both ends of the leg plate and pull it out
horizontally along the clutch groove in the seat
plate.

Leg plate

Leg plate flexing
handle

Attachment
n

(Leg plate flexing handle)

1. Insert the leg plate horizontally along the clutch
groove of the seat plate.
2. Tighten the leg plate flexing handle to engage the
clutch.

Leg plate

Clutch groove
Leg plate flexing
handle

WARNING
- When removing the leg plate,
be sure to hold the front edge
of the leg plate before turning
the handle. Otherwise the
leg plate may drop down and
cause injury.
- Make sure to tighten the leg
plate flexing handle and fixing
handle securely. If the leg plate
moves, the patient may get
injured.

4

Operation
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5 Using the leg
traction device

46
The leg traction device components
Lower Limb Support,
Right/Left

Lower Thigh Support
for Traction in
Lateral Posture

Inner Thigh Column
(Small)

Pad (Small)

5

Using the
leg traction
device

Lateral Pad

Inner Thigh Column
(Large)

Lower Limb Support
Clamp

Pad (Large)

L-shaped Knee Rest
with Pad

Inner Thigh
Support with Pad
for Traction in
Lateral Posture,
Height Adjusting
Collars

Wide Pelvis
Support

Pad (for Wide Pelvis Support)

Extension Arm, Right/
Left

Traction Device,
Traction Shoe
,Right/Left

Cart for Traction Arm

47
Examples of combination of various leg traction
device components

nFemoral neck fracture procedure position
Inner thigh column (large), Pad (large)

5

Using the
leg traction
device

Wide pelvis support,
Pad (for wide pelvis
support)

Extension arm,
right/left

Traction device,
traction shoe, right/left

Apparatus used for this position
- Extension arm, right/left
- Inner thigh column (large)
- Pad (large)
- Wide pelvis support
- Pad (for wide pelvis support)
- Traction device, traction shoe, right/left

1

Attach the extension arm right/left to the cart for traction arm.
Turn the device upside down and loosen
the handles to extend it.

Turn fully extended device right side up
and place it on the cart.

Cart for traction arm
Loosen

Tighten

Fix the extension arm right/left by tighten
the handle of the the cart for traction arm.

48
2
3

Press

and

simultaneously and make sure that the table top is level.

Press
and
simultaneously to flex the seat plate downward until it
clicks ( , 50° or more), and press
and
simultaneously to lower the
tabletop until it stops ( ).

5

Using the
leg traction
device

4

Insert the inserting shaft of the extension arm right/left into the insertion hole of
the table and tighten the arm fixing handle.
Insertion hole

Arm fixing handle
Inserting shaft

Tighten

Arm fixing handle

WARNING

5

Make sure to tighten the Traction Device Arm fixing handle
securely. If they are not tightened securely, the extension arm
right/left will fall off.

Loosen the handle of the the cart for traction arm and press
simultaneously to raise the table.

and

Loosen

Move away the the cart for traction arm
when the extension arm right/left is
detached from the the cart for traction arm.
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6
7

Detach the seat plate from the table.
See "Adjustment of seat plate" (P40).

Attach the wide pelvis support, pad (for wide pelvis support), inner thigh
column (large), and pad (large).
Insert the wide pelvis support (with
the pad (for the wide pelvis support))
into the insertion hole of the extension
arm right/left.

Insert the inner thigh column (large) into the
insertion hole of the wide pelvis support, then
attach the pad (large) to the inner thigh column
(large).

Select the insertion
hole to suit the
posture of a patient.

WARNING

Back plate: level position

8

Do not flex up the back plate or the seat plate from the level
position with the wide pelvis support attached. Otherwise they
may get damaged.

up

Seat plate: level position

Adjust the positioning of the extension arm right/left.

Tighten

Loosen
Tighten

Loosen

up

5

Using the
leg traction
device
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9

Attach the traction device and traction shoe right/left to the extension arm right/
left, then adjust their positions.
Attach and adjust the traction devices and traction shoes for left and right legs.

Attachment
Traction device,
traction shoe, right/left

5

Using the
leg traction
device

Extension arm,
right/left

Loosen the fixing handle on the end of the
extension arm right/left, insert the traction
device into the insertion hole (outside) on
the extension arm right/left, then fix the
traction device by tightening the fixing
handle.

NOTE

Make sure to hold the traction
shoe when operating a
handle (except for the traction
adjusting handle).
Loosen

Tighten

Adjustment

Loosen

Tighten

Adjust the traction amount.

Adjust the direction of the
traction shoe.

Loosen
Loosen
Tighten
Adjust the height of the
traction shoe.

Tighten
Adjust the angle of the traction
shoe.
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nFemoral shaft fracture procedure position
Inner thigh support with pad for traction in lateral posture, height adjusting
collars, lateral pad, pad (large), pad (small), inner thigh column (small)

Traction device,
traction shoe, right/left

5

Using the
leg traction
device

Extension arm,
right/left
Lower thigh support for traction in
lateral posture
Lower limb support clamp

Apparatus used for this position
- Extension arm, right/left
- Inner thigh support with pad for traction in lateral posture, height adjusting collars
- Inner thigh column (small)
- Lateral pad
- Pad (large), Pad (small)
- Lower thigh support for traction in lateral posture
- Lower limb support clamp
- Traction device, traction shoe, right/left

1

Attach the extension arm right/left to the cart for traction arm.
Turn the device upside down and loosen
the handles to extend it.

Turn fully extended device right side up
and place it on the cart.

Cart for traction arm
Loosen

Tighten

Fix the extension arm right/left by tighten
the handle of the the cart for traction arm.
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2
3

Press

and

simultaneously and make sure that the table top is level.

Press
and
simultaneously to flex the seat plate downward until it
clicks ( , 50° or more), and press
and
simultaneously to lower the
tabletop until it stops ( ).

5

Using the
leg traction
device

4

Insert the inserting shaft of the extension arm right/left into the insertion hole of
the table and tighten the arm fixing handle.
Insertion hole

Arm fixing handle
Inserting shaft

Tighten

Arm fixing handle

WARNING

5

Make sure to tighten the Traction Device Arm fixing handle
securely. If they are not tightened securely, the extension arm
right/left will fall off.

Loosen the handle of the the cart for traction arm and press
simultaneously to raise the table.

and

Loosen

Move away the the cart for traction arm
when the extension arm right/left is
detached from the the cart for traction arm.
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6
7

Set the back plate in a level position.
See "Return to level" (page 37).

Attach the inner thigh support with pad for traction in lateral posture, pads, and
lateral pad.
Attach them to the insertion hole of the
extension arm right/left in the order as
indicated bellow.
Use the height adjusting collars according to
the patient’s body size.

Match the direction of the lateral pad with the
patient’s orientation.
The direction of the lateral pad changes depending
on the insertion direction of the inner thigh support
with pad for traction in lateral posture.
Left lateral posture

Pad (small)

Right lateral posture

Inner thigh
column (small)
Lateral pad
Pad (large)

Height adjusting
collars
Inner thigh support
with pad for traction
in lateral posture

Insert the inner
thigh support
with pad for
traction in
lateral posture
as indicated in
the illustration.

Extension arm, right/left

8

Adjust the positioning of the extension arm right/left.

Tighten

Loosen
Tighten

Loosen

5

Using the
leg traction
device
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9

Attach the traction device and traction shoe right/left to the extension arm right/
left, then adjust their positions.
Attach and adjust the traction device and traction shoe right/left for a leg to be pulled.

Attachment
Traction device,
traction shoe, right/left

5

Using the
leg traction
device

Extension arm,
right/left

Loosen the fixing handle on the end of the
extension arm right/left, insert the traction
device into the insertion hole (outside) on
the extension arm right/left, then fix the
traction device by tightening the fixing
handle.

NOTE

Make sure to hold the traction
shoe when operating a
handle (except for the traction
adjusting handle).
Loosen

Tighten

Adjustment

Loosen

Tighten

Adjust the traction amount.

Adjust the direction of the
traction shoe.

Loosen
Loosen
Tighten
Adjust the height of the
traction shoe.

Tighten
Adjust the angle of the traction
shoe.
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10

Attach the lower thigh support for traction in lateral posture to the extension
arm right/left and adjust it.

Attachment
Attach the lower limb support
clamp to the extension arm
right/left.

Insert the lower thigh support for traction in
lateral posture into the insertion hole of the
lower limb support clamp.

5

Using the
leg traction
device

Tighten
Loosen

Loosen

Tighten

Tighten the handle to fix
the lower limb support
clamp.

Adjustment
Adjust the height.

Adjust the position.

Loosen
Tighten
Loosen

Tighten

Adjust the angle.

NOTE

Make sure to hold the lower
thigh support when operating a
handle.
Loosen

Tighten
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nLeg fracture procedure position
L-shaped knee rest with pad, Pad (large)

Traction device,
traction shoe, right/left

5

Using the
leg traction
device

Extension arm,
right/left

Apparatus used for this position
- Extension arm, right/left
- L-shaped knee rest with pad
- Pad (large)
- Traction device, traction shoe, right/left

1

Attach the extension arm right/left to the the cart for traction arm.
Turn the device upside down and loosen
the handles to extend it.

Turn fully extended device right side up
and place it on the cart.

Cart for traction arm
Loosen

Tighten

Fix the extension arm right/left by tighten
the handle of the the cart for traction arm.
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2
3

Press

and

simultaneously and make sure that the table top is level.

Press
and
simultaneously to flex the seat plate downward until it
clicks ( , 50° or more), and press
and
simultaneously to lower the
tabletop until it stops ( ).

5

Using the
leg traction
device

4

Insert the inserting shaft of the extension arm right/left into the insertion hole of
the table and tighten the arm fixing handle.
Insertion hole

Arm fixing handle
Inserting shaft

Tighten

Arm fixing handle

WARNING

5

Make sure to tighten Traction Device Arm fixing handle
securely. If they are not tightened securely, the extension arm
right/left will fall off.

Loosen the handle of the the cart for traction arm and press
simultaneously to raise the table.

and

Loosen

Move away the the cart for traction arm
when the extension arm right/left is
detached from the the cart for traction arm.
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6
7

Set the back plate in a level position.
See "Return to level" (page 37).

Attach the L-shaped knee rest with pad.
Insert the L-shaped knee rest with pad into the insertion hole of
the extension arm right/left and attach the pad (large).

5

Using the
leg traction
device

Attach the L-shaped knee rest with pad to suite the posture of a patient.

Tighten
Loosen
Adjust the height.

8

Adjust the positioning of the extension arm right/left.

Tighten

Loosen
Tighten

Loosen
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9

Attach the traction device and traction shoe right/left to the extension arm right/
left, then adjust their positions.
Attach and adjust the traction devices and traction shoes for left and right legs.

Attachment
Traction device,
traction shoe, right/left

Extension arm,
right/left

Loosen the fixing handle on the end of the
extension arm right/left, insert the traction
device into the insertion hole (outside) on
the extension arm right/left, then fix the
traction device by tightening the fixing
handle.

NOTE

Make sure to hold the traction
shoe when operating a
handle (except for the traction
adjusting handle).
Loosen

Tighten

Adjustment

Loosen

Tighten

Adjust the traction amount.

Adjust the direction of the
traction shoe.

Loosen
Loosen
Tighten
Adjust the height of the
traction shoe.

Tighten
Adjust the angle of the traction
shoe.

5

Using the
leg traction
device
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nAttaching the lower limb support right/left
Attach the lower limb support right/left, on the middle of the extension arm right/left, as necessary
when you fix the patient's legs to the traction device and traction shoe right/left, to help support the
patient's legs.

5

Using the
leg traction
device

Attachment
Attach the lower limb support
clamp to the extension arm
right/left.

Insert the lower limb support into the
insertion hole of the lower limb support
clamp.

Tighten
Loosen

Loosen

Tighten

Tighten the handle to fix
the lower limb support
clamp.

Adjustment
Adjust the height.

Adjust the position.

Loosen
Loosen

Tighten

Tighten
Adjust the angle.

Loosen

Tighten

NOTE

Make sure to hold the lower
limb support when operating a
handle.
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nAttaching/Detaching the traction shoe
When cleaning the traction shoe, detach it from the traction device.

To detach the traction shoe
Loosen the band and detach
the traction shoe.

5

Using the
leg traction
device

Band

To attach the traction shoe
Attach the traction shoe and
tighten the band.

Band

62

5

Using the
leg traction
device
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Inspection before and after use
Perform inspection for the following items. If there is any problem, ask your distributor or us for repair.

WARNING
6

Maintenance
and inspection

Mattress
Before use
- Check all the
mattresses for any
damage.

Be sure to check the inspection items before and after using the
operating table. If there is any problem, ask your distributor or us
for repair. Otherwise it may cause trouble during surgery.

Backlash of the tabletop
Before use
- Check all the table plates for any
backlash when jiggling both ends of the
back plate.

After use
- Check all the
mattresses for any
damage or dirt.

Table plate
Before use
- Check all the table plates
for any damage.

After use
- Check all the table plates
for any damage or dirt.

Oil leakage
Control unit
Before use
- Press the switch of the
control unit to see if all
functions work properly.

Before use
- Check the floor or the
base surface for any
hydraulic oil.

After use
- Check the floor or the
base surface for any
hydraulic oil.

Power cord and plug
Before use
- Check the power cord for any
exposed wire and the plug for
any damage.

Power ON/OFF switch
Before use
- Turn on the power switch to see if the
power lamp comes on.

Auxiliary switch
Before use
- Press the auxiliary switch to see if
all functions work properly.

Battery
Before use
- Check if the battery is charged.
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Periodic replacement parts
Mizuho specifies that the following parts need to be periodically replaced for safe use.
The replacement time is a rough standard. Earlier replacement may be required depending on the
usage condition and/or usage frequency.
Contact your distributor or Mizuho for replacements.

6

Maintenance
and inspection

Control unit

Battery
Power cord

Caster
Brake pad

Parts

Replacement time (years)

Battery

2

Control unit

4 to 6

Caster

5 to 7

Brake pad

3 to 5

Power cord

5 to 7

NOTE

The replacement time
described in the table is
only an estimate. The actual
replacement time may vary
depending on how it is used
and frequency of use.

Version information of the software
The version information for the control software which is installed in the operating table can be verified
via the label that is directly applied on the on-board microcomputer.

CAUTION

The version information of the software is mainly for
the service and maintenance personnel as needed. For
confirmation, open the leg plate cover to access the
control board.
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Specifications
Product name
Highest

1140 mm (44.88 in)

Lowest

670 mm (26.38 in)

Trendelenburg Head down
angle
Head up

25°

Lateral tilt
angle

Right down

20°

Left down

20°

Back plate
flexing angle

Up

60°

Seat plate
flexing angle

Up

30°

Down

90°

Return to level

Manual

Control
devices

25°

Trendelenburg/Lateral tilt/Seat plate flex

Brake

Table lock / unlock
Control unit

Elevation, Trendelenburg, Lateral tilt, Back plate flex, Seat plate flex,
Automatic leveling, Brake, E button, Power ON/OFF

Auxiliary
switch

Elevation, Trendelenburg, Lateral tilt, Back plate flex, Seat plate flex

Head plate
flexing angle

Up

60°

Down

90°

Leg plate
flexing angle

Up

30°

Down

90°

Leg plate
swing angle

Left/Right

90°

Detachment
Others
Classification per 60601-1
Rated supply voltage
Electrical rating

Specifications

Rated supply frequency
Battery power supply voltage
Power input
Operating voltage
Duty cycle
Others

Dimension

7

Electrically-powered

Elevation
range

Operating Table MOS-1302B

Tabletop dimension
Base dimension

Head plate/Leg plates (right & left)/Seat plate (right & left dividable)
Lower Limb Traction/Lever for emergency brake release
Class 1 (internal power source device : Note 1) /
Type B / IPX4
AC100-240 V
50-60 Hz
DC24 V: 12 V 17 Ah x 2
400 VA
DC5 V, 24 V
3 min on, 7 min off : Note 2
Time to recover from the pause due to electric discharge of defibrillator:
less than 5 seconds
This product conforms to EMC Standard IEC 60601-1-2
2055 mm (80.91in) (L) × 500 mm (19.69 in) (W) : Note 3
973 mm (38.31in) (L) × 483 mm (19.02 in) (W)

Weight

330 kg (727 lbs)

Maximum permissible load

135 kg (300 lbs)

Transiable height and width

height 10 mm (0.39 in), width 80 mm (3.15 in)

Installing
environment

69
Ambient temperature

10°C - 40°C : Note 4

Relative humidity

30% - 75% : Note 4

Others
Transporting and
storing condition

700 hPa - 1060 hPa : Note 4

Atmospheric pressure

Allowable altitude for use is 3000 m or lower.: Note 4
-10°C - 50°C : Note 4

Ambient temperature

10% - 85% (No condensation): Note 4

Relative humidity

700 hPa - 1060 hPa : Note 4

Atmospheric pressure

Useful life

In case that specified maintenance and appropriate storage are done
10 years : Note 5

Accessories
Note 1: when the battery power is used
Note 2: consecutive pressing the switch of the control unit.
Note 3: excluding the side rail
Note 4: Company standard
Note 5: based on the self-certification (company data)

The leg traction device
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Appearance
Operating Table
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Extension arm, right/left
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8 When the control unit
can not be used

72
Operate the table

nFunctions of the auxiliary switch
1. Open the lid of the auxiliary switch.

CAUTION
- Use the auxiliary switch only
in an emergency. Unlike the
control unit, the operation
restriction function will not
function.
- Keep an eye on the movement
of the tabletop when operating
the table with the auxiliary
switch.

8

When the
control unit
can not be
used

- If the tabletop should come
in contact with other parts,
stop operating the table
immediately. It may be
damaged.

Control panel

2. Press a function button on the control panel
according to the desired direction.
It can operate as long as the switch is pressed.
It will stop once the maximum angle is achieved.
Trendelenburg TILT
UP
RIGHT

BACK
UP

TABLE
UP

SEAT
UP

Control panel
(enlarged view)

Trendelenburg TILT
DOWN
LEFT

BACK
DOWN

TABLE
DOWN

SEAT
DOWN
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Troubleshooting
The following problems can occur even if the operating table is not out of order.
Check the following points before contacting your distributor for repair.
Problem

9

Troubleshooting

Possible cause

Measures

The table cannot
be switched on.

1. The connector of the control unit is not
connected properly.
2. The battery is fully discharged.

1. Insert the connector completely.
(→ P23)
2. Charge the battery. (→ P21)

A function button
on the control unit
does not function.

1. The connector of the control unit is not
connected properly.
2. E button is not pressed simultaneously
with the function button.
3. Motor maybe overheated.

1. Insert the connector completely.
(→ P23)
2. Press E button and functional switch
simultaneously.
(→ P28-37)
3. Wait for about 7 minutes to operate.
(→ P17, 23)

The brake button
on the control unit
does not function.

1. The emergency brake release handle is in 1. Turn the emergency brake release
a release (UNLOCK) position.
handle toward “LOCK”.
2. After releasing the brake by the emergency
(→ P29)
brake release handle, the brake has not
2. Unlock the brake by the control unit.
been unlocked by the control unit.
(→ P29)

Reverse
Trendelenburg
positioning
and lateral tilt
positioning do not
operate.

1. The seat plate is flexed more than 50°
downward.
2. The tabletop is 845 mm (33.27 in) or
less above the floor.

The tabletop
1. The seat plate is flexed more than 50°
downward.
cannot be lowered
to the lowest
position.
The seat plate
flexing function
does not operate.

1. The tabletop is 845 mm (33.27 in) or
less above the floor.

1. Operate the seat plate so that their
downward flex angle will be 50° or
less.
(→ P35)
2. Raise the tabletop until the actuation
limit line on the column base cover is
fully visible (at least 850 mm (33.46 in)
above the floor).
(→ P34)
1. Operate the seat plate so that their
downward flex angle will be 50° or
less.
(→ P35)
1. Raise the tabletop until the actuation
limit line on the column base cover is
fully visible (at least 850 mm above
the floor).
(→ P34)

In case that the condition is not improved even if the above measures are taken, please contact
your distributor or us for repair.
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In case of malfunction
Follow the instruction below in case of a faulty operating table and the control unit.
1. Turn the power switch OFF and remove the power cord from the medical grade wall outlet.
2. Put up an "Out of Order" or "Do Not Use" sign on the operating table.

WARNING

- Please contact your local distributor or manufacturer for
maintenance or repair. The operating table should only be
serviced or maintained by an authorized personnel or us.
- Do not dissemble the table. Unauthorized disassembling may
cause a fire, electric shock or malfunction.
- In order to prevent infection, be sure to perform cleaning and
disinfecting the operating table.
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Electromagnetic Compatibility
Install and operate according to the EMC information provided in this manual.

WARNING

-- Do not use any accessories other than those specified by
our company.
This can result in increased emissions and reduced
immunity.
-- Do not use it adjacent to or stacked with other equipment.
Normal operation may not be possible due to
electromagnetic interference.
-- Before using other medical electronic devices (especially
life support devices) to be used together, make sure
that they will not malfunction due to electromagnetic
interference.
Normal operation may not be possible due to
electromagnetic interference.

APP

Electromagnetic
compatibility

Guidelines and manufacturer declaration – electromagnetic emissions
The MOS-1302B is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below.
The customer or user of the MOS-1302B must ensure that it is operated in suchlike environments.
Electromagnetic
interference measurements

Compliance

Harmonic emissions
IEC 61000-3-2

Class A

Voltage fluctuations /
flicker emissions
IEC 61000-3-3

Complies

RF emissions
CISPR 11

Class A

RF emissions
CISPR 11

Group 1

Electromagnetic environment – guideline
The MOS-1302B is suitable for use in all establishments,
other than domestic establishments and those directly
connected to the public low-voltage power supply network
that supplies buildings used for domestic purposes.

The MOS-1302B uses RF energy only for its internal
function. Therefore, its RF emissions are very low and are
not likely to cause any interference in nearby electronic
equipment.
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Guidelines and manufacturer declaration – electromagnetic interference immunity
The MOS-1302B is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below.
The customer or user of the MOS-1302B must ensure that it is operated in suchlike environments.
Interference
immunity tests

IEC 60601 test level

Compliance level

Electrostatic discharge ± 8 kV
(ESD)
contact discharge
IEC 61000-4-2
± 2; 4; 8; 15 kV
air discharge

± 8 kV
contact discharge

Electrical fast
transient / burst
IEC 61000-4-4

± 2 kV
for power supply lines

± 2 kV
for power supply lines

Surge
IEC 61000-4-5

± 0,5; 1 kV differential
mode voltage

± 0,5; 1 kV differential
mode voltage

Voltage drops, short
interruptions and
fluctuations in power
supply voltage
IEC 61000-4-11

Power frequency
(50/60 Hz)
magnetic field
IEC 61000-4-8

± 2; 4; 8; 15 kV
air discharge

Electromagnetic
environment – guidelines
Floors should be wood,
concrete or ceramic tile.
If floors are covered with
synthetic material, the
relative humidity should be
at least 30%.

Power supply voltage quality
should be that of a typical
commercial or hospital
± 1 kV
± 1 kV
for input and output lines for input and output lines environment.

± 0,5; 1; 2 kV common
mode voltage

± 0,5; 1; 2 kV common
mode voltage

0 % UT
for 0.5 cycles

0 % UT
for 0.5 cycles

0 % UT
for 1 cycles

0 % UT
for 1 cycles

70 % UT
for 25 / 30 cycles

70 % UT
for 25 / 30 cycles

0 % UT
for 250 / 300 cycles

0 % UT
for 250 / 300 cycles

30 A/m

30 A/m

Info: UT is the AC voltage before application of the test level

Power supply voltage quality
should be that of a typical
commercial or hospital
environment.
Power supply voltage quality
should be that of a typical
commercial or hospital
environment.
If the user of the
MOS-1302B need to
continue operation during
a mains power interruption,
it is recommended that the
MOS-1302B be powered
by an uninterruptible power
supply or battery.
Power frequency magnetic
fields should be at levels
characteristic of a typical
location in a typical
commercial or hospital
environment.

APP

Electromagnetic
compatibility
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Guidelines and manufacturer declaration – electromagnetic interference immunity (continuation)

APP

Electromagnetic
compatibility

Conducted disturbances
induced by radiated RF
IEC 61000-4-6

150 kHz to 80 MHz
3V

150 kHz to 80 MHz
3V

ISM frequencies
6V

ISM frequencies
6V

Interference due to
radiated RF
IEC 61000-4-3

80 MHz to 2.7 GHz
3 V/m

80 MHz to 2.7 GHz
3 V/m

Wireless
communication
frequency band
V/m MHz
27
385
28
450
9
710
9
745
9
780
28
810
28
870
28
930
28
1720
28
1845
28
1970
28
2450
9
5240
9
5500
9
5785

Wireless
communication
frequency band
V/m MHz
27
385
28
450
9
710
9
745
9
780
28
810
28
870
28
930
28
1720
28
1845
28
1970
28
2450
9
5240
9
5500
9
5785

Portable and mobile RF
communications equipment
(radio devices, incl. antennas or
cables) should be used no closer
to any part of the MOS-1302B
than the recommended safety
distance of 300 mm (or 12
inches).
The field strengths from fixed RF
transmitters, as determined by
field surveys of electromagnetic
fields, should be less than a
compliance level of 3 V/m in
each frequency range.

Interference may occur in the
vicinity of equipment marked
with the following symbol:

Info 1: These guidelines may not apply in all situations. Electromagnetic propagation is affected by
absorption and reflection from bildings, objects and people.
The field strengths from fixed transmitters, such as wireless (cellular / cordless) telephones and mobile
terrestrial radio base stations, amateur radio, AM / FM radio broadcasts and TV broadcasts cannot be
accurately and theoretically predicted. In order to confirm the electromagnetic environment caused by
the fixed RF transmitter, it is desirable to consider an electromagnetic field survey. If the measured field
strength exceeds the compliance level as specified above at the location where the MOS-1302B is used,
the MOS-1302B should be observed to verify correct functionality. If abnormal performance is observed,
additional measures may be necessary, such as re-orienting or relocating the MOS-1302B.
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APP

Electromagnetic
compatibility
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